FIRST DRAFT 6/08 (with additional comments, suggestions from W. Reeves. Please see, in particular, the Final
Note at the end.)

Blount County Policies Plan
Revised and Adopted (Date)
Introduction. The Blount County Planning Commission adopted a Policies Plan on
June 24, 1999. Over the past nine years, the Planning Commission and the County
Commission used the Policies Plan to guide implementation activities, including
adoption of zoning regulations, adoption of a Conceptual Land Use Plan, formulation
of an 1101 Growth Plan, adoption of a Water Quality Plan, adoption of regulations
governing junk on property, adoption of building codes, and amendments to the
Subdivision Regulations. The Policies Plan also played a role in other planning
processes for roads, parks and recreation, and an overall growth strategy for the
County.
In 2007, the Planning Commission determined that the Policies Plan needed
revision to reflect accomplishments, changes in thinking, and insights from other plans
and studies. The Planning Commission held three public input sessions in July, August
and September of 2007. The Planning Commission also conducted reviews of existing
plans and studies, including the 1999 Policies Plan, the 1101 Growth Plan, the
Conceptual Land Use Plan, plans for Maryville and Alcoa, the Water Quality Plan, the
Environmental Health Action Team Action Plan, the Mountain Area Plan, the Blount
County Roadway Needs Study, the Long Range Transportation Plan of the regional
Transportation Planning Organization, the Long-Range Facilities Plan for the Blount
County School District, the Blount County School Board’s Five Year Plan, the
Comprehensive Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Hunter Interests Growth
Strategy.
The Planning Commission met to revise the Policies Plan in eight workshop
meetings from October 2007 to May 2008. The Planning Commission reviewed and
revised in general sequence the Objective Policies and Implementation Strategies of
the Policies Plan, also selectively integrating objectives and implementation items
from other plans and studies. The draft revisions were reviewed by the public in citizen
input workshop on (date). The revised Policies Plan was also subject of formal public
hearing on (date tbd), as required by state statutes. This Revised Blount County Policies
Plan was approved by the Planning Commission on (date tbd).
Five Guiding Policies. For concise reference, the following are the five guiding
policies of this Policies Plan. The first four Guiding Policies come unchanged from the

1999 Policies Plan. Guiding Policy 5 was revised (revision in italics) to reflect concern
with a wider range of public support infrastructure.

1. The rural, small town and natural character of the county should be
preserved.
2. Land use and development should be managed and regulated in
order to preserve the quality of our growing county.
3. The guiding policy in any government actions in relation to the use
and development of land should be to limit regulations to specific
public health, safety and welfare objectives balanced with responsible
freedom in the use of land.
4. County roads should be improved and maintained to a level
consistent with present development and expected future development.
5. Growth and development should be balanced with provision of
adequate public support infrastructure.
The Policies Plan. The following presents the details of the five Guiding Policies.
Presentation is from Guiding Policy to Objective Policy to Implementation Strategy to
implementation specifics. Original wording retained from the 1999 Policies Plan is
non-italicized. Revisions are in italics. Generally, if the item is fully italicized, the item
comes from another plan or study or reflects a new priority of the Planning
Commission.

1. Guiding Policy - The rural, small town and natural character of the
county should be preserved.
1A. Objective Policy - New development should be designed to fit into the rural
character of the county.
1A-Implementation Strategy (1). Rural character should include trees and natural
vegetation, open space, and natural features, and preservation of key historic sites.
■ Review and revise the county regulations, and formulate and adopt design guidelines for
preservation of open space, preservation of natural features, protection of stream banks,
minimization of visual impact, and other design elements.

■ Establish a percent of usable open space standard in subdivision regulations and zoning,
and require developer dedication of open space.
■ Amend subdivision regulations and zoning to require retention of natural coverand
minimize land disturbance during construction.
■ Amend subdivision regulation to require open space treatment at entrance to subdivision,
e.g., greater lot setback, berm or buffer.
1A-Implementation Strategy (2). Formulate a plan for the Tuckaleechee Cove, gateway to the
Great Smoky Mountains Park, with input from the citizens of Townsend and Tuckaleechee
Cove.
■ Continue pursuit of National Heritage Area designation.
■Support Townsend and Cove efforts to define a suitable development character.
■Include Townsend as a site for citizen input in any County planning process involving
citizen input.
1A-Implementation Strategy (3). Professional literature on designing new developments to fit
into the rural character of the county should be reviewed to provide alternatives as part of
identifying and formulating specific implementation activities.
■ Review professional literature on design guidelines for preserving rural character, preserving
farmland, preserving scenic views, and other matters pertinent to further refinement of
implementation strategies, and in particular to:
o designate “villages” or “hamlets” in rural areas to allow clustering on community sewer service
with dedication of open space on-site. and appropriate density bonus; (Comment: I believe there is
already a financial gain for builders just by allowing them to build in a clustered setting. That should
be incentive enough.)
o formulate and adopt guidelines for design, appearance, and relationships of buildings, parking
areas, signs, pedestrian paths, landscaping, and other aspects of the visual and functional
environment;
o concentrate commercial zoning at previously identified and designated key intersections;
o require planting plan to screen development bordering major roads with particular emphasis on
parking areas, loading areas, dumpster areas, HVAC areas, and other areas that may pose visual
impact;
o reduce visual clutter of signs;
o restrict tower location and height, and require blending towers into surroundings
I like the TRS suggestion here:
1A- Implementation Strategy (4). Encourage historically sensitive development.
■Working with local historic preservation groups, inventory all county historic sites.

■Adopt guidelines to enhance historic settings and promote heritage tourism by creating buffers
from moderate to high-density development.
■Ensure continuing recognition as a Preserve America community.

1B. Objective Policy: Farmland should be preserved both for open space and to
conserve prime agricultural production areas.
1B - Implementation Strategy (1). Encourage conservation groups to accept voluntary
donations of land, and to accept money contributions for purchase of development rights.
■ Any program would be voluntary and may involve private and government partnership.
■ Encourage and support public and private sector programs that directly preserve priority
rural land in the County.
■ Increase awareness among the public and officials of existing programs and incentives that
can help preserve rural land, such as conservation easements, and efforts of the Foothills
Land Conservancy.
1B – Implementation Strategy (2). Pursue a purchase of development rights (“PDR”) program.
■ Formulate and implement a strategic plan to preserve farmland.
■ Explore Designate preferred options for funding purchase of development rights and
implement same. Review effectiveness and revise every ___ years.
1B – Implementation Strategy (3). Professional literature on preserving farmland should be
reviewed to provide alternatives as part of identifying and formulating specific implementation
activities.

1C. Objective Policy: Our beautiful and scenic environment should be protected,
including commonly shared viewscapes, ridge tops, lakeshores and river banks,
and historic sites.
1C – Implementation Strategy (1). Formulate regulations to address engineering, geological,
soils, water, and public safety issues of development design in mountain areas. Require
development design in mountain areas that minimizes visual impact.
■ Maintain and review periodically regulations addressing issues of mountain development.
■ Adopt regulations and standards to mitigate visual and environmental impact of hillside
and ridge top development in mountain areas.
1C – Implementation Strategy (2). Require a type of construction for communications towers
which would blend in with the natural surroundings.
■ Adopt regulations to require that communications towers be disguised in such a manner to
blend in with the natural surroundings, including restrictions on tower location and height.
1C – Implementation Strategy (3). Encourage Require co-location of telecommunication
facilities on existing towers.

■ Maintain and periodically review regulations to require co-location of facilities and show
specific reasons for lack of feasibility if not feasible.
1C – Implementation Strategy (4). Property owners should keep their property in proper
upkeep. (Question: isn’t this covered under Roger Field’s program of dealing with citizen complaints?)
■ Guidelines for compliance with incentives such as public recognition or monetary awards
for well kept properties.
1C – Implementation Strategy (5). Professional literature on preserving scenic views should be
reviewed to provide alternatives as part of identifying and formulating specific implementation
activities.
■ Review literature in particular to identify:
o guidelines for design, appearance, and relationships of buildings, parking areas, signs,
pedestrian paths, landscaping, and other aspects of the visual and functional environment;
o ways to screen development to mitigate impact;
o ways to reduce visual clutter of signs and towers.

1D Objective Policy - The lakes, rivers and streams in the county should be
protected as a part of our natural environment and drinking water resource, and
as part of our scenic and recreational resource.
1D Implementation Strategy (1). Formulate a county wide pollution prevention program, to
include the following elements: (Question: Aren’t items #6, 7, 8 and 10 in the list below part OF item #2?)
■ 1-Coordinate a study of pollution sources with other agencies, such as TVA, and create an advisory
committee to formulate a pollution prevention program.
■ 2-Continue implementation of Phase 2 Storm Water Program.
■ 3-Conduct and complete storm water system mapping.
■ 4-Extend Little River Watershed Plan to all watersheds in the County.
■ 5-Educate and engage the public, agricultural and development community on water quality
issues via town hall discussions and citizen representation on key advisory groups.
■ 6-Develop illicit discharge management program and regulations.
■ 7-Develop and strengthen construction site storm water control regulations.
■ 8-Develop post construction storm water management regulations.
■ 9-Undertake joint review of development regulations and permit procedures
(County and Cities to assess effectiveness in addressing water quality issues.)
■ 10-Reduce pollution load in 303(d) listed impaired streams to remove them from the
list.
■ 11-Support activities of the Little River Watershed Restoration Initiative and other watershed
improvement activities.
■ 12-Continue current protocol for failing septic systems.

■ 13-Provide financial assistance to low-income families for septic system repair. (How?)
■ 14-Follow current county standards for septic system lot size requirements.
■ 15-Form a County Wastewater Board for oversight of sewer facilities outside
municipal systems. (How? Who will have this responsibility? Who would serve on it?)
■ 16-Provide education materials on well maintenance and safety for those on well water.
■ 17-Maintain well water database created by the EHAT/Water Quality Subgroup.
■ 18-Follow state-approved (TDEC) response plan for sanitary sewer overflow incidents.
■ 19-Submit yearly overflow data to the county director of environmental health.
■ 20-Continue POSTED (on site) advisories for water bodies where contact and/or consumption of
fish would be unhealthy.
■ 21-Add all stream miles in the county for testing under the 305(b) report: The Status of Water
Quality in Tennessee.
■ 22-Encourage and provide incentives for adoption of best management practices for water quality
in farming operations.
■ 23-Target one stream in the county for an intensive mitigation program every three
years.(Comment: Excellent idea!)
■ 24-Protect wellhead and aquifer recharge areas in proposed subdivisions (How? Who will be
required to do this? Who will be responsible?)
1D Implementation Strategy (2). The county should undertake a county-wide sewer study and
plan.
■ Create a task force to study and evaluate long range sewer needs and the feasibility of creating a
county sewer system, and/or extension of existing municipal systems, and formulate policies and a
plan for future sewer improvements .
■ Form a County Wastewater Board for oversight of sewer facilities outside municipal systems.
1D Implementation Strategy (3). Protect the health of the citizens of Blount County, and
protect the quality of water in the county. (Comment: Except for the first item here, the rest of these
appear to be duplications that just clutter up this document.)

■ Pursue more stringent enforcement for violation of septic disposal standards, including protection
of septic systems during construction
.
■ Continue current protocol for failing septic systems.
■ Provide financial assistance to low-income families for septic system repair.
■ Follow current county standards for septic system lot size requirements.
■ Protect wellhead and aquifer recharge areas in proposed subdivisions.
1D Implementation Strategy (4). Protect detention areas and drainage ways in a natural state
to enhance drainage capabilities.

■ Amend subdivision regulations and any other development related regulations to require retention
of natural cover for drainage facilities, require additional ground cover for degraded drainage
facilities, and require minimization of disturbance and compaction during construction phase.
1D Implementation Strategy (5). Formulate a county-wide drainage plan by drainage basin,
addressing quantity of runoff as well as quality of runoff, such plan to form the basis for
judging needed drainage requirements of individual new developments. (Comment: Shouldn’t
all of this be part of the Phase II Stormwater Plan?)
■ Seek grant funding for such a study and appoint a committee with professional technical
help to formulate a plan.
■ Formulate retrofit drainage plans in impacted watersheds.

1E Objective Policy - Preserve and provide formal open space for parks
and recreation.
1E Implementation Strategy (1). Formulate a county-wide parks and recreation plan, including
utilization of existing public facilities such as schools.
■ Appoint a working committee composed of representatives from the Parks and Recreation
Commission, the School Board and citizens.
■ Integrate a plan for community wide open space and recreation into the Comprehensive
Parks and Recreation Master Plan, a comprehensive county plan, and other existing plans.

2. Guiding Policy - Land use and development should be managed and
regulated in order to preserve the quality of life in of our growing
county.
2A Objective Policy – Adopted zoning, subdivision regulations and other land
development regulations should be maintained and improved if needed, with other
regulations formulated and adopted as needed.
2A Implementation Strategy (1). Update and expand the Conceptual Land Use Plan and
incorporate it into a Comprehensive Plan.
■ Integrate and update the analysis sections of the 1976 Plan.
■ Update the present land use map to show existing geographical structure of development in the
county.
■ Integrate road and transportation considerations into the land use plan.
■ Integrate and possibly expand the following land use concepts in any land use plan update:

o Suburbanizing Land Use – high to medium density development – mainly residential –
commercial by special exception along major roads only at previously designated key
intersections, allowing also home and family occupations – part of area expected to be
annexed by cities as high density growth occurs – needs amendment of map to be consistent
with 1101 Growth Plan.
o Rural 1 Land Use – medium to low density development (1.5 units per acre or less) of 1.2
units per acre or less, mainly residential – limited commercial by special exception along
major roads only at previously designated key intersections, allowing also home and family
occupations – not expected to be subject to annexation by cities – needs amendment of map to
be consistent with 1101 Growth Plan.
o Rural 2 Land Use – low density development (0.33 units per acre, average 3 acres per
dwelling unit) (1 dwelling unit per 3 acres- we’re supposed to be pushing LOWER density
out in the country!) – limited commercial by special exception (Comment: “limited
commercial” needs to be specifically defined so you won’t NEED an exception), mainly
tourism and recreation, allowing also home and family occupations – applies mainly to
mountain areas with inherent constraints to development.
o Special consideration of land use issues as follows: flood plain areas; the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park as a national and regional tourism area; McGhee-Tyson Airport
and related uses as a regional transportation resource; areas around the McGhee-Tyson
airport with issues of noise and flight path safety and security; allowing mixed use;
allowing cluster development; signs and communication towers; allowing manufactured
home parks, and multi-family development, and low and moderate income housing.
■ Include as part of land use plan update consideration of the following:
o Open space standards and required dedication of open space ON-SITE in new
developments.
o Intergovernmental agreements to encourage compact development through zoning and
collaborative funding of sewer extensions within the Urban Growth Boundary of each city.
o Concentration of commercial land uses at key intersections previously designated and
designated development nodes.
o Traditional town centers and village and hamlet designs.
o Planned mix of residential and commercial uses.
o Encouragement of urban development concentration, and discouragement of rural
development dispersion.
o Air quality impacts of development patterns and designs.

o Water quality impacts of development patterns and designs.
o Provision of pedestrian and bicycle linkages within developments, and between residential
and commercial areas. How?
o Preservation of tree cover. How? Comment: On Hilton Head Island, residents there set up
a regulation that said they could not cut down a tree that was over 6 inches in diameter.
Perhaps that’s too extreme for us, but it did lead to a beautiful town and an environmentallyand economically- sound community. What if we said something like, no trees over 8 inches in
diameter could be cut on COMMERCIAL property without a permit. Too radical? Or good
planning for a strip mall on 411S?
2A Implementation Strategy (2). Multifamily and manufactured home residential
are acceptable housing types, but should be regulated for consistency with must meet overall
residential development design and density characteristics in the county.
■ Multi-family and manufactured home park developments should be required to design for
buffering from surrounding uses, minimum paved internal streets at least 18 feet wide with 2 foot
shoulders, safe access to public roads, drainage, off street parking, common open space, and
provision for fire and emergency service, and garbage service.
■ Location of higher density developments should be limited to areas with adequate provision of
utilities and services, and within the Urban Growth Boundary. (Define “adequate”.)
2A Implementation Strategy (3). Higher density development should be limited to the cities or
near to the cities along major arterial and collector status roads with sewer within the Urban
Growth Boundary. Lower density development should be encouraged farther from the cities,
and especially in situations where there is no sewer and limited road capacity.
■ Regulate density of development, with different regulations for areas close to the cities and areas
farther away from the cities, and with different regulations for areas adequately served by high
capacity infrastructure (especially sewer) and areas not adequately served by infrastructure
(especially rural roads).
■ Commercial development should be allowed throughout the county only at key, previously
designated intersections, only to the extent needed to serve the immediate area, and with performance
standards when adjoining residential areas.
■ Concentrate commercial zoning at previously designated key intersections and designated
development nodes.
■ Establish intergovernmental agreements to encourage compact development through zoning and
collaborative funding of sewer extensions.
2A Implementation Strategy (4). Encourage developers to build with innovative designs,
allowing mixed uses, and providing for bike and pedestrian friendly, esthetically pleasing, and
livable neighborhoods.

■ Review Subdivision Regulations and any land use regulations to encourage and require such
design of new developments.
■ Adopt regulations that would:
o Require retention of natural cover and minimize land disturbance during construction.
o Address design, appearance and relationship of buildings, parking areas, signs, pedestrian
paths, landscaping and other aspects of the visual and functional environment.
o Specify design guidelines for village and hamlet developments and traditional town
centers.
o Allow mixed commercial and residential uses.
o Reduce visual clutter of signs.
o Require open space, sidewalks and/or pedestrian/bicycle pathways.
o Preserve tree cover and integrate landscape trees. (see notes above re: tree cover)

2B. Objective Policy - Development on mountains and ridge tops should be
regulated to protect sensitive areas of slope and viewscapes.
2B – Implementation Strategy (1). Formulate regulations to address engineering,
geological, soils, water, and public safety issues of development design in mountain areas.
Require development design in mountain areas that minimizes visual impact.
■ Maintain and review periodically regulations addressing issues of mountain development. (Define
“periodically”. How often should we do this?)
■ Adopt regulations and standards to mitigate visual impact of hillside and ridgetop development in
mountain areas and view sheds.

2C. Objective Policy - Adopted flood plain regulations should be maintained and
enforced to continue participation in the National Flood Insurance Program that
allows county residents opportunity to purchase flood insurance.
2D. Objective Policy - Effective options for regulating junk on private properties,
junk cars, and maintenance of properties should be developed, adopted and
enforced.
2E. Objective Policy - Adopted building codes should be maintained and

enforced to secure quality of buildings in the county. These codes should be reevaluated every ___ years for their effectiveness, with active citizen input.
2F. Objective Policy - Billboards, signs, towers and other structures which could
impact the views of the county should be regulated.
2F -Implementation Strategy (1). Maintain regulations addressing billboards, signs and towers,
and explore more effective measures to address billboards and signs, and restrict tower location
and height and blending towers into surroundings. (This seems to duplicate earlier points.)

3. Guiding Policy - The guiding policy in any government actions in
relation to the use and development of land should be to limit
regulations to specific public health, safety and welfare objectives
balanced with responsible freedom in the use of land.
3A. Objective Policy - Objective Policy 3A: Any public regulation of land use and
development should be in accordance with constitutional principles on rights to
private use of land as interpreted by state and federal courts.
3B Objective Policy - Any regulation of land use or development should be based
on a clearly stated relationship to public health, safety and welfare.
3A & B - Implementation Strategy (1). Education of public officials on constitutional provisions
and basic decisions of the courts on land use issues.
■ Provide education to public officials on the meaning of “public health, safety and welfare”,
constitutional provisions and court decisions on land use issues, and the need to balance private
property rights with the community benefits of regulations to manage growth. The need for education
on constitutional and legal issues of land use was recognized from the citizen input workshop
process. It is incumbent on all officials concerned with land use regulations to be informed on the
prospects and limits for such regulations. (I like the Raven Society recommendations for this
paragraph.)
3A & B - Implementation Strategy (2). Any regulation should have a clear relationship to plan
objectives in support of health, safety, and/or welfare.
3A & B - Implementation Strategy (3). A mechanism for appeal relief from undue impact on
property values should accompany any regulation of land use.
■ As part of any land use regulations, establish a grievance procedure, review and relief or
variance process for property owners whose land value is substantially affected by county regulation
of land use.

4. Guiding Policy - County roads should be improved and maintained
to a level consistent with present development and expected future
development.
4A. Objective Policy – The county should make plans to widen existing roads with
substantial development and traffic to at least 18 feet of paved width and 2- foot
shoulders.
4B. Objective Policy – As traffic warrants, the county should make plans to widen
existing major roads (arterial and collector roads) to greater than 18 feet of paved
width to accommodate present and projected traffic.
4A &B Implementation Strategy (1). To improve roadways functionally and structurally so
that they meet today’s traffic needs.
■ Update the “Blount County Roadway Needs Study” as necessary, about every five years.
■ Formulate a prioritized capital improvements budget for roads. Funding from existing gasoline
taxes and shared revenues (with effort to change sharing formula at state level), with possible new
sources from local wheel tax.
■ Focus immediately on Morganton Road, Old Niles Ferry Road, and Ellejoy Road
upgrades as highest priority road improvements identified by the Highway
Superintendent.
■ Update the Major Road Plan, and update the Plan with each update of the “Blount County
Roadway Needs Study.”
4A &B Implementation Strategy (2). Insure that roadways and intersections can handle traffic
that is generated from all types of development.
■ Maintain a minimum standard of 18 feet of paved road width with two foot shoulders as a
condition precedent for major developments. (Define “major”).
■ Require a formal traffic impact study for subdivisions or other developments that would generate at
full development 500 or more trips per day (approximately 50 lots in a subdivision).
4A &B Implementation Strategy (3). Encourage development of alternative transportation
modes.
■ Study and support alternative modes of transportation such as mass transit busses, demand
responsive vans, and bicycle routes.
■ Identify areas that can be serviced by mass transit.

■ Adopt subdivision regulations to require a minimum number of allow sidewalks and/or pedestrian
pathways that would may be interconnected with each other and the road system.
■ Staff should prepare a plan for bikeways and trails linked to the road system, working in concert
with the Highway Department and the KRTPO, with a priority focus on the UGB first.
■ A committee should be formed to address this activity.

4C. Objective Policy– Prepare for future increases in traffic demands as the County
grows.
4C Implementation Strategy (1). Build arterial and collector road segments that will create a
circumferential systems, and collaborate with Maryville and Alcoa on this. Utilize Blount County
Growth Strategy Technical Memorandum #9 for proposed circumferential system.
4C Implementation Strategy (2). Utilize “Blount County Roadway Needs Study” (2004 update),
and the Transportation Planning Organization Long Range Transportation Plan to identify future
priority roads.
4C Implementation Strategy (3). Integrate and link air quality considerations, land use, and
transportation components and schools in any future comprehensive plans.

5. Guiding Policy - Growth and development should be balanced with
provision of adequate publicly supported infrastructure.
5A Objective Policy. Development should be encouraged required to locate in
those areas where adequate publicly supported infrastructure already exists
or can be economically extended.
5A Implementation Strategy (1): Higher density development should be limited to the cities or
near to the cities within the UGB along major arterial and collector status roads with sewer.
Development should be limited and density should be lower farther from the cities outside the
UGB and especially in situations where there is limited infrastructure support, particularly
inadequate school capacity, no sewer and limited road capacity.
■ Regulate density of development, with different regulations for areas inside and outside the UGB
for each city, and with different regulations for areas adequately served by high capacity
infrastructure (especially schools, roads and sewer) and areas not adequately served by infrastructure
(especially schools and rural roads). (Comment: Are you suggesting different types of zones other
than the R-1, R-2 and others you described earlier?)
5A Implementation Strategy (2): The County should maintain a growth plan under Public
Chapter 1101 that is consistent with the general county policy plan and other plans of the
County, all plans to be used as guides for decision making on land use and development
matters.

■ Review the 1101 Growth Plan for consistency with County plans, and for appropriateness in
addressing issues of growth and it impacts.
■ The Cities and County should work together to address issues of growth and its impact.

5B Objective Policy. Plans should be formulated to address ensure adequate schools,
roads, parks and recreation, and other public support infrastructure for growth and
development, including a comprehensive plan, capital improvement program and
capital improvement budget.
5B Implementation Strategy (1): A reasonable balance between growth and school infrastructure
should be developed, taking into consideration needed long term capital improvements, as well as
interim accommodation of growth with school rezoning and the use of portables on a severely
limited basis (which needs to be defined).
(Comment: #s 1, 2 and 5 below seem to be all saying the same thing and could probably be
condensed into one. Items 3 & 4 seems to be the School Board’s job, not the Planning
Commission.)
■ The Planning Commission should continue to work with the School Board to define school capacity
standards appropriate for determining the adequacy or inadequacy of school capacities to serve
proposed subdivisions.
■ Establish reasonable measures of pupil generation from the various types of residential
development to determine school capacity needs of proposed subdivisions. Share this information
with the School Board to assist in planning future school capacity needs.
■ Establish reasonable measures of available capacity, based on appropriate capacity standards.
Determine how and when changes in school service boundaries or changes in the school year could
alleviate capacity shortages. Determine a policy for reasonable use of portable classrooms to
provide capacity to temporarily accommodate growth.
■ Reach an agreement between the Planning Commission and School Board about methods of
forecasting future pupil generation as a basis for planning future school needs.
■ The long range plans for school facility needs should be updated periodically every ___ years to
reflect actual school construction, changes in grade organization by school facility, and growth
trends.
■ The Planning Commission and School Board should work with towns and cities to coordinate
planning for school capacity and expansion. (via what mechanism?)
5B Implementation Strategy (2): The Comprehensive Parks and Recreation Master Plan should be
used as a guide for facilities planning and developing a capital improvement plan and capital
improvement budget.
■ Parks and recreation facility needs should be incorporated into a county comprehensive plan and
county capital improvements program and budget.

■ Opportunities to partner with the school system for the development and operations of new parks
and recreation facilities should be pursued.(Great idea!)
5B Implementation Strategy (3): Green infrastructure in the form of preserved farms, important
historical sites, open space and natural recreation areas, is important to community character and
quality of life. A green infrastructure plan should be formulated (by whom? Staff?) to identify
strategic and priority lands, and should be incorporated into a county comprehensive plan.
■ A purchase of development rights (PDR) program should be formulated, adequately funded, and
implemented..
■ Where appropriate Whenever possible, plans for green infrastructure should be coordinated with
plans for parks and recreation.
5B Implementation Strategy (4): Prepare a Countywide evaluation of long-range sewerage needs
based on projected densities of development in various areas, and adopt a policy plan to guide
decisions concerning the location and funding of future sewerage improvements outside the UGB.
■ Form a County Water and Wastewater Treatment Authority to address on-site wastewater permits.
(How is this different from the Utilities Boards and the Stormwater Mgmt Office? Would this be a
duplication of authorities?)
■ Form an advisory committee with membership from city sewer utilities and onsite sewer utilities to
advise on planning for sewer service in the County.
■ Prepare a Countywide evaluation of long-range sewerage needs based on projected densities of
development in various areas, and adopt a policy plan to guide decisions concerning the location and
funding of future sewerage improvements, taking into consideration particularly the need to do the
following.
o Promote compact development in sewered growth areas around existing cities and towns within
the Urban Growth Boundaries and in designated growth areas within the County.
o Establish intergovernmental agreements to promote compact development in city and town growth
areas, tailor County zoning to achieve such a goal, and promote collaborative arrangements for
funding sewer extensions.
o Consider designation of “villages” or “hamlets” in rural areas that would cluster development in
densities suitable for community sewer service. (Define these terms, and place only at “previously
designated key intersections”. Are you creating a new zone?)
5B Implementation Strategy (5): Other public and quasi-public support (?) infrastructure for
growth and development should be inventoried and assessed periodically every ___ years for
adequacy.

■ Incorporate an infrastructure inventory into a county comprehensive plan, with assessment of
adequacy based on defined standards, with particular emphasis on the adequacy of existing roads,
schools and sewer.
■ Address any inadequacies in support infrastructure by specific improvement plans.

Next Steps - Implementation. The Policies Plan will continue to act as a guide for
implementation. During the revision of the Policies Plan, the Planning Commission
started a process to formulate regulations addressing ridge-top and hillside
development as a priority implementation activity. (Thank you. This is a perhaps one of the
single greatest issues needed attention in Blount County in terms of “designing” what our future
looks like.) The Planning Commission also started a process to consider options for

addressing junk cars, trash and care of premises, and continued to address other issues
such as sign lighting and campgrounds. As a future priority, the Planning Commission
committed to work on a formal Comprehensive Plan for the County. The
Comprehensive Plan will incorporate the Policies Plan and its central guiding
principles. The Policies Plan as a separate document will thus probably not be subject
to review and revision in the future (ever?), but the policies will be subject to review
and revision periodically as part of a Comprehensive Plan. (and will the public and/or the
County Commission have input into the Comprehensive Plan also? Is there an existing
Comprehensive Plan already? How often will that be revised?)

One final note: I really do appreciate all that the Planning Commission has
contributed to this process, and appreciate the opportunity to provide input. One
remark someone made at the citizen input hearing on 7/15 stood out to me. I’m
paraphrasing here, but I believe he said that “The beauty of Blount County IS the
economic engine that drives this economy.” That, perhaps more than anything anyone
has ever said, sums up what I have felt all along: that doing what’s right for the
families of Blount County (all of the principles you already know about protecting this
wonderful place) will also be what’s right for successful builders, developers, hotel
and restaurant owners, and those who are-- right now-- looking for new homes for
their multi-million dollar company. Your willingness to create a vision for what the
rural parts of this county will look like, as a well-designed balance for a thriving
urban core, will help make sure that economic engine runs well for a long time.

